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Roots reggae at its finest, amazing harmonies, positive messages, a great listening expirience. 14 MP3

Songs WORLD: Reggae, WORLD: Island Details: Well, Little Big Man has done it again. Another record

year in 2003 with just under 150 shows in 4 different states, in over 50 different venues, from festivals, to

concerts, to ski resorts, to clubs, to colleges, and back again. Performing with reggae legends such as

Alpha Blondie, the Itals, Culture, Pablo Moses, the Revolutionary Dream Band, and Baba B to name a

few. With over 1,000 new additions to an already impressive mailing list, and the release of LBM's second

album, Little Big Man has become a recognizable force in the Northwest reggae scene all while spreading

a positive message of Peace, Love, and Unity. Little Big Man's innovative sound stems from diverse

backgrounds in roots reggae, jazz, funk, and Hawaiian. Little Big Man comes to the stage with

unmistakable harmonies, a phenomenal rhythm section, and a presence that is known to get people on

their feet. Fans have been mesmerized by the reggae dubs, excited by dancehall, captured by the roots,

and enticed by the funk jams. Whether for an hour or all night, Little Big Man has something for everyone.

Little Big Man would like to thank you in advance for listening to our music and spreading our message of

Peace, Love and Unity. With everyone's help, we can overcome... PRESS QUOTES "one of the best

bands I've seen in a long time...tons of fun"-the Oregonian "The harmonies were outstanding...made me

fell like I was in the Islands"-the Bend Gazette "I could have danced all night...I don't remember having

that much fun"-the Everett Herald "Catchy reggae with great harmonies"-the Stranger "Definitely 4

stars"-Ben "Jammin"-Seattle's Best Live Music
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